Dependencies of substitution steps number on Hamming distance are identical for one-parameter discrete models of both direct and parallel genetic diversity.
With the help of previously introduced enumeration procedure (M.Yu. Shchelkanov, A.N. Yudin, A.V Antonov, N.S. Starikov, A.A. Vedenov, E.V. Karamov, J. Biomol. Struct. Dyn. 15, 217-229 (1997)) and probability distribution function for the enumeration after some substitution steps (M.Yu. Shchelkanov, L.A. Soinov, V.V. Zalunin, D.A. Gumennyi, A.N. Yudin, A.A. Natan, V.B. Kireev, E.V. Karamov, J. Biomol. Struct. Dyn. 15, N 4, (1998)) we have demonstrated that dependencies of replication acts number on Hamming distance are identical for one-parameter discrete models of both direct and parallel genetic diversity.